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SIF1 codec is a video compressor/decompressor, which based on the original proprietary algorithm of compression. It's based
on the original SIFcore6 SIF-transform engine, which implements the SIF core 6 algorithm to de-compress and decompress
files. It support Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 2003 and other Windows versions. SIF1 is Windows Media Video
compatible. In the component's interface to Windows, it integrates into any application using DirectShow and Microsoft Video.
It supports Microsoft's DirectShow. It's based on the Windows collections of multimedia drivers. They are; QuickTime,
Windows Media Audio, Windows Media Video, Windows Media Player, Windows Media Codec, Windows Media Writer,
Windows Media Encoder. Hence, SIF1 is easy to use and versatile. SIF1 is based on Windows libraries and compatible with all
Windows operating systems. The use of SIF1 allows to take part in multimedia life-cycle within the operating system without
any limitations. Video codec supported by SIF1 supports single and multichannel audio - from 0,5 Mb/s to 15 MB/s, and its
audio compression rate is in the range between 0.5 and 1.2 Mbit/s and its audio bit-rate (bandwidth), - from 0.1 to 4.0 Mbit/s.
SIF1 codec supports formats H.264, MPEG4, VP6, Theora, ASF, WMA, AC3, Speex, RLC, QuickTime video. The selected
codec is used to perform the de-compression and the decompression of files. The performance of SIF1 is comparable to
standard video codecs. A bit rate up to 30 Mbit/s (mega bit per second), compression ratio up to 20:1 can be reached, and the
quality is sufficient for all the popular video formats. The interest in SIF1 codec may be found in the following issues:
1. Compression of audio and video data - the stability of the process is absolutely important for sound and video recording.
Audio and video data may contain large amounts of information and, therefore, the speed of this process is of great interest.
2. File compression - only the files that are compressed and stored can be restored and decompressed. The ability to store video
or audio in compact form makes it possible to store important video or audio files and to share them by different people.
3. Mult
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MSI Format Disc: Not supported Sound Formats Disc: Not supported Logo: Not supported Exported from game: Not supported
Exported from other program: Not supported Exported from Animator: Not supported Exported from other: Supported
Updated October 2013 For Windows 7 or later 10-20% better compression than the original SIF video compressor - see SIF
documentation for exact figures. SIF1 4K and 1080p support. DirectX SIF1 video codec is a handy and reliable multimedia
compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia drivers and it integrates into any
application using DirectX and Microsoft Video. It's based on the original proprietary algorithm of compression. Background.
The SIF1 project was launched in the autumn of 2000, with the major goal of finding new approaches for video compression.
We developed a new class of algorithms for image compression. Its working title is "SIF-transform". This class of algorithms
occupies the intermediate position between traditional algorithms and algorithms that divide source image in set of objects. In
SIF-similar codecs, compression is put into effect at the expense of image to the set of basic elements - resampling patterns.
During several years, we worked on different compression engines based on SIF transform. The sixth compression core was
found to be the best basis for realizing the new codec. But that engine is just simplified prototype, on which practical realization
of this new technology of compression is perfecting. SIF1 codec is based on the SIFcore6 and several algorithms that increase
the efficiency of moving image compression. SIF1 video codec Description: MSI Format Disc: Not supported Sound Formats
Disc: Not supported Logo: Not supported Exported from game: Not supported Exported from other program: Not supported
Exported from Animator: Not supported Exported from other: Supported Update October 2013 DirectX SIF1 video codec is
a handy and reliable multimedia compressor/decompressor designed to register into the Windows collection of multimedia
drivers and it integrates into any application using DirectX and Microsoft Video. It's based on the original proprietary algorithm
of compression. Background. The SIF1 project was launched in the autumn of 2000, with the major goal of finding new
approaches for video compression. We developed a new class of algorithms for image compression. Its working title is "SIFtransform". This class of algorithms occupies 09e8f5149f
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SIF1 codec is Windows multimedia compressor/decompressor, based on video compression technology. It's a handy compressed
video recorder for home and industrial use. SIF1 codec is professional compression/decompression, designed and
manufactured. SIF1 codec works with Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008. It's a
plug-in for Compress-N-View. The original video file is imported, and all the other functions of the application take into
account this file. SIF1 codec is a quiet, easy to use tool that is easy to use, practically has no operational problems, absolutely
safe and will not damage your files. SIF1 codec has an optimized technology of compression for moving images, high-quality
audio-compression and the most sophisticated and efficient video-quality adjust. Video and audio files have the exact feature of
streaming video and audio rls, it is ideal for online video broadcasting, or for sending e-mails with sound, video clip, etc. SIF1
codec supports subtitles, viewing in full screen, moving video playback in lock-position, image overlay, monitoring the quality
of video playback in real time, viewing in full screen, clean screen when pressing the back button and many more tools. Special
thanks to: - Your support and customers feedback of the SIF codec. - HR Scenario Ltd. For the work on the SIF1 codec. - The
programmers of the original SIF core: UGLZ-CORE6, MorphCore, LJPJ-CORE6, PermCore, VidCore, VidLib. SIF1 video
codec is a handy and reliable multimedia compressor/decompressor developed to register into the Windows collection of
multimedia drivers. It is a copyright-free product. Its main job is compression of Windows videos or other video content (video
clippings, video files, etc.) - that is, the destruction of a video file into a smaller, more expedient one. This compression takes
place by a built-in algorithm of video compression, which uses new ways to define and create the basic element - resampling
patterns. The various known types of compression, which are available in other formats (NTSC, PAL, etc.), are of minor
importance compared to new compression technologies. Background. SIF1 project was launched in the autumn of 2000, with
the major goal of finding new approaches for video compression. We developed a new class of algorithms for

What's New in the SIF1 Video Codec?
N.B.: For the purposes of compression, you can divide the process into four phases: obtaining the initial image, its preparation
and key frame image, independent encoding of the obtained information and the final image. The overall compression is
executed by a loop, in which processing starts once. The functions offered by the compression and decompression of the images
are consistent and in the SIF1 video codec, they are divided into five parts - function-specific parts and two - common parts. To
divide functions, we use two methods: object-specific methods, which lead to compression, and independent functions, used for
decompression. Key Facts. - The SIF1 video compression system was developed in the period of 2000 and now is the standard
compression format for the DVD-Video format and BluRay. - SIF1 video codec is an easy-to-use video compressor with simple
interface. - SIF1 video codec is designed to work with Microsoft Windows applications, including standard codecs. - SIF1 video
codec is more than 1 times faster than other standard codecs, while the requirements on CPU resources remain the same. - At
the same time SIF1 video codec is the first video codec that supports multi-screen compression. - SIF1 video codec is a free and
open source library that can be downloaded from the website. - SIF1 is the only non-patented video compressor that can be used
by all Windows applications. SIF1 video codec Comparison: N.B.: As explained above, SIF1 is based on the SIFcore6, which is
a patented technology. SIF1 is new premium video codec, which supports multiple screens, new images types and H264!
Lossless Lossy Instant Play Lossless compression gives the highest quality, but is not suitable for video, because it leads to
major quality loss. Lossy compression is far less demanding on system resources. The high quality is achieved by a decreased
level of compression. These techniques are often used for the distribution of media files on the Internet, but they are not
suitable for the production of video, because the compression quality depends on the particular constraints and limitations of the
particular computer equipment that the video file will be viewed on. According to this characteristics the lossy compression
algorithm can be selected: 8-bit: for Internet videos, which are usually a bit compressed,
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System Requirements For SIF1 Video Codec:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: 2.2 GHz RAM: 2 GB DirectX: 9.0 (Windows 7 64-bit only) DVD/CD-ROM
drive Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with music drivers Hard drive
space: 1.5 GB Recommended: OS: Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: 3 GHz RAM: 3 GB
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